External cladding for the
refurbishment market
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SPSenvirowall offers a complete range of external wall
insulation systems and decorative renders of the highest quality.
The supply of these products is supported by an exceptional
service to the contractor and technical support to the specifier.
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SPSenvirowall have been providing solutions for the refurbishment of solid wall
and system built houses for over 20 years, supplying many millions of square
metres of systems to homes all over the UK.
Solid wall insulation also known as external wall insulation can be fitted to virtually
all types of construction.

It provides:

introduction

Massively enhances thermal efficiency - dramatically reducing energy bills,
improving comfort and reducing your carbon footprint.
Protection of the fabric of the building - by keeping the building warm and dry
it protects the building’s structure.
Improved aesthetics - External Wall Insulation can re-vitalise a home or a
whole housing estate. From simple aggregate or textured finishes, to brick and
complex décor profiles. External wall insulation has the ability to mimic the
existing façade or completely re-model it will add value to any property.
Extensive range - By choosing SPSenvirowall you have access to a huge
range of systems and finishes supported by extensive accreditation, design
and technical support. Whether you are involved in the design or application of
insulated façades and renders, we will provide you with the service and products
you require.
Regional supplies - We supply our systems from regional depots where you
can view and trial the products. The experienced staff will assist you with all that
you require in the design and supply of our systems. Training facilities are also
available at each of our sites.
Contractor network - When it comes to external wall insulation SPSenvirowall
work with a network of established and new approved installers and thereby can
give you the home owner or landlord access to the widest range of contractors,
if needed provide advice on funding that may be available for your properties.
So if you need anything relating to rendering and external wall insulation, be it
a full external wall insulation system or just a bag of render or simply a trowel,
SPSenvirowall will be able to provide it.
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Quality
We supply products and systems that have
been rigorously tested and have extensive track
records, having been used throughout the UK
and Europe for more than 40 years. In addition to
this we are able to offer extensive guarantees on
our product range.

Kinnell

Service
SPSenvirowall are dedicated to provide the
highest level of service in our industry.
The supply of our products are supported by
design guidance and technical site support.

Value
It is our commitment to ensure that we provide best value. Giving a commitment to
never over specify our systems and that they are best suited to purpose. We aim
to position ourselves as offering the most competitive external wall systems in the
market without compromising on quality.
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Wall System 2
Applied to Masonry
The Wall System 2 range of systems is designed
to provide cost effective robust external wall
insulation systems ideally suited for the
refurbishment of social housing.

Basecoat
Retrobase
Polymer modified cementitious base coat
applied 4-8mm thick incorporating a plastic
coated reinforcing glass fibre mesh.

Topcoats
EnviroCryl
Grained topcoat, ready mixed in tubs providing a
highly weather resistant finish that can be supplied
in an extensive range of colours.
EnviroSil
High performance grained topcoat, ready mixed in
tubs. It provides a highly weather resistant finish
with enhanced cleansing properties due to a high
hydrophobic nature. Supplied in an extensive
range of colours.
Granomin
High performance bagged product providing
a quick drying grained, mineral alternative to
EnviroCryl and EnviroSil.
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Envirodash
Highly durable aggregate finish offering a
traditional dry dash finish seen throughout the
UK. Supplied in an extensive range of coloured
aggregates and dash receivers.
Envirobrick
A simulated brick finish providing a realistic, cost
effective brick finish.
Speedy Slip
A simulated light weight acrylic slip, providing a
realistic alternative to real brick finishes.

Brickstick
A real brick finish created from the cut faces of real
bricks
PanelBrick
A real brick finish supplied in an insulated panel
form for speed of application.

Insulation
Expanded Polystyrene
•
•
•
•
•

20 - 300mm thickness
Age cured fire-retarded polystyrene
Lambda 0.032 - 0.037w/mK
Excellent value
User friendly

Mineral Wool
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DD Slab 30mm - 200mm
Façade lamella 30mm - 200+ mm
High density and compressive
strength mineral wool
Lambda 0.036 - 0.040w/mK
Non combustible
Environmentally friendly
Thermo -dimensionally stable
Façade lamella - no requirement for
mechanical fixings

Phenolic
•
•
•
•
•

20 - 120mm thickness
CFC & HCFC free
Lambda 0.021 - 0.024w/mK
Excellent thermal performance
Good fire performance

Typical System Build Up
1. Insulation Board Typical 1200mm* 600mm
No cut boards less than 200mm width to be used.
Type and thickness to be determined.
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2. Basecoat 4-8mm Retrobase Polymer Basecoat.
3. Reinforcement Mesh Overlapped 100mm.
Extra Patches at doors and windows.
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4. Top Coat 6mm Coat of Envirodash High
Polymer. Dash Receiver. Aggregate, 3-8mm
5. Base Bead Powder Coated Galvanised Steel
with PVC nose. 2.5m or 3m lengths Wherever
possible PVC noses should slide across the joint
between two lengths to help maintain a true line.
Stainless steel alternative available. Oversized
Base Bead to form bellcast (20mm)
6. Base Bead Fixing 6mm hammerfix, length and
type to be determined by substrate, Maximum
300mm centres. Minimum length 60mm, hole must
be minimum 10mm longer than fixing
7. Insulation Fixing Exact type and length to be
determined by system and substrate. 60mm head
minimum embedment 35mm. For fixing pattern
see relevant detail sheet
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Wall System 2
Applied to Masonry
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Wall System 2
Applied to Masonry
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Wall System 2
Applied to Masonry
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Dry Aggregate Dash
Dry Dashing is an attractive and traditional render
which is used to provide a low maintenance and
a high impact resistant finish. Dry aggregate
dash systems are a cost effective and provide a
robust finish. A large selection of complimentary
dash receiver colours are available creating the
background element of the system.
The dry dashing system comprises of a two stage
process, the coloured dash receiver is firstly
applied to the reinforced meshed basecoat as a
background, onto which the dash aggregate is
projected, ensuring the aggregate is embedded
with a strong adhesion into the dash receiver. This
build up provides a dual textured attractive natural
looking finish.
There are many colour combinations that can be
created with the options available from both the
aggregates and dash receivers. SPSenvirowall are
able to supply colours to create almost any desired
colour scheme to blend in with existing pebble
dashed houses, whilst giving a new lease of life to
tired properties.
The aggregate previously being sourced from
local quarries giving a uniformed appearance to
neighbouring houses.
The silicone dash receiver is manufactured with
added silicone which provides a higher water
repellent quality, whilst also allowing water vapour
to pass freely through the render.
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Pebble dashing is expected to last at least 70
years, and for these reasons dry dashing is very
popular within the refurbishment sector.
Dry dash can be used on full elevations or can be
used together with any of the other SPSenvirowall
finishes to create an attractive looking property.

Colour Range
There is a vast range of both dash receiver colours and aggregate
available. These can be used to create both geographically
traditional and unique finishes. Aggregate is normally between
3-8mm in size and samples are recommended to ensure complete
satisfaction of the finish.

Benefits
•
•
•
•

Robust and high impact resistant
Natural aggregate
Low maintenance
Improved water shedding properties

Barley Corn

Beige Marble

Black & White

Carrera

Classic Spa

Harvest

Honey

Polar White

Red & white

Certification
BBA approved
ISO 9002 approved
Conform to BS5262 Type 111

Application Guide
•

Light scratch marks should be left in the base
coat to provide a key for the dash receiver to
be applied to.

•

When the basecoat has fully hardened the
dash receiver should be applied evenly
between 6-8mm thick.

•

Whilst the receiver is still wet the aggregate
is thrown at the wall using a scoop or trowel.
Ensure an even covering and avoid dashing
directly from the bag.

Seville

Snow Drop

Textured Finishes
Acrylic, Silicone and Granomin
textured thin coat finishes.
The Acrylic and Silicone thin coat finishes are
through colour, pre mixed and ready to use organic
resin renders which are applied as a decorative
final coating. They have become a very desirable
finish in the refurbishment sector, as both renders
are used to provide a low maintenance, attractive
contemporary finish and are highly water repellent.
The flexibility and ease of application of both
the Acrylic and Silicone render finishes, allows
for large areas of the facade to be applied, thus
matching the demand to complete large volumes of
housing schemes within the programme schedule.
The render provides an anti-crack finish, ideal for
the use on high rise flats, terraces, solid wall and
system built house types.
Widely used by clients in the refurbishment market
with consideration to their long term maintenance
programme of their properties, where longevity is a
key factor for grant funded schemes.
Both finishes are available in a large range of
colour options that contain colour pigments
which are mixed in a computer controlled, factory
environment using high tech equipment, thus
providing colour consistency when supplying large
refurbishment housing schemes.
Along with a large colour range there is also an
opportunity to select differing grain sizes ranging
from 1mm to 4mm. This offers the client a varying
choice of not only colours but also textures.

EnviroSil - Silicone Finish
A highly water repellent through colour textured
finish allowing the façade to maintain its
cleanliness, via the natural cleaning process which
occurs during rainfall.
The EnviroSil top coat finish contains a safe level
of anti-fungicide sufficient to resist the growth of
most U.K fungi and algae, thus making the finish
remain cleaner for longer periods of time.
EnviroSil is highly vapour permeable making it
ideal to use as a finish with all types of insulation,
especially Mineral Wool as this allows the system
to breathe, reducing the risk of condensation.
Rot resistant, non-swelling, low stress,
environmentally friendly, low odour, very high
resistance to environment pollutants and
micro-organisms and also UV-stable.

Envirocryl - Acrylic Finish
A water repellent through colour textured finish
offering a low maintenance finish which is
waterproof according to VOB, part C, DIN 18363.
The EnviroCryl also contains the same safe level
of anti-fungicide as the EnviroSil finish, meaning
they both have self-cleaning characteristics.
Resistant to atmospheric influences, very high
resistance to environmental pollutants and
micro-organisms, and also UV-stable.
An extended range of colour options are available
in the EnviroCryl range, enabling deeper colours
to be manufactured due to its molecular structure,
giving it the ability to retain high pigmented colours.
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Granomin topcoat system with Nanosil
self-cleaning equalising paint finish
The Granomin top coat system comprises of a
multi coat process resulting in an extremely high
water repellent finish using Nanosil technology.
The Granomin product comes in a bagged powder
format including the 2mm grain which is mixed on
site with clean water and subsequently applied by
the same technique as the pre mixed EnviroSil and
EnviroCryl products. Once painted with the Nanosil
coating it has the appearance of the 1.5mm grain
size similar to the acrylic and silicone finishes.
The Granomin system is a mineral based product
which requires a primer and is applied directly
onto the basecoat. Its advantage in the UK
climate, where the weather is unpredictable,
the pre-determined setting process allows for
the application to be less reliant on atmospheric
conditions and ensures a consistency of curing on
site. This makes it an ideal option for those periods
of the year where other finishes may be less
practical.
Nanosil façade coating brings strength,
cleanliness, luminosity, breathability and bonding.
The unique make up of Nanosil means that
facades stay looking better for longer.
After setting the Nanosil coating is applied in two
coats by brush or roller, once dry this finish has a
superior water repellency compared to most other
finishes. During inclement weather it also develops
a thin film of water on its surface which encourages
a natural process of deep cleaning and fast drying.
A new look in the future
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EnviroSil, EnviroCryl and Granomin topcoat
finishes have a long lifespan but should there be
a requirement they can all be easily redecorated
at any stage of their lifetime making them
very versatile. This offers the house owner
the opportunity to change the appearance of
the property easily whilst still maintaining the
performance of the system.
All of these finishes are applied onto a basecoat
incorporating reinforcement mesh offering a robust
and impact resistant system.

Brick Finishes The Complete package
Many of the UKs Towns, Villages and Cities
have a tradition of brick finished housing, we
at SPSenvirowall are very keen to keep that
tradition alive. Both the surrounding architecture
and the planning requirements can be matched
by our extensive range of brick finished systems.
Whether it be hi-rise, terraced houses or timber
frame we have a brick finish to suit the application
and in many instances we can provide a colour
matching product range.
SPSenvirowall have looked at all the requirements
for a Brick type finish within the refurbishment
market place and have produced a most
comprehensive range to select from. We believe
this guide will provide a “one stop shop” solution to
your brick finish requirements.
All the systems in this guide have been rigorously
tested to ensure that they deliver exactly what
they are designed to. They are also backed by
extensive guarantees providing you with total
peace of mind.
This extensive range of Brick type systems
ensures that no matter what your construction type
or budget SPSenvirowall has the solution.
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Envirobrick
Envirobrick is an attractive brick effect
render, consisting of a cement-based through
colour render, requiring only the addition of water.
It provides the specifier with the ability to create
brick effect finishes where traditional brick slips
could not be used, such as system built panelled
properties where the scale was not originally
set out for brick dimensions. The system can be
adapted to help overcome these issues using its
versatility and ability to be easily configured to fit
the façade, turning a prefab into a home, within the
required target of a budget.
Firstly a basecoat is applied with reinforcing mesh
in its upper layer. Once set a coloured Mortar layer
is applied. This top layer is then carefully marked
out and cut through to expose the mortar layer
creating a brick effect. As well as a traditional brick
finish the system can be used to create a wide
variety of interesting and unique patterned finishes.
Envirobrick can be applied over any
SPSenvirowall base coat and can be used on
both insulated and non-insulated systems.

The Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Fully tested BBA Approved
Cost effective method for achieving a
brick effect finish
Crack resistant
Fully weather resistant
Large colour range
No maintenance

Fully Tested

Colour Options

Envirobrick system has achieved the prestigious
Kite mark license to BS EN 998:2003,
is ISO9001 approved and conforms to BS5262
Type II. It is also fully BBA approved, providing
you with total peace of mind.

Envirobrick is available in a variety of different
colours. Samples are available on request, for
colour indication only. A site panel is
recommended to ensure that the specifier is
satisfied with the render colour and texture.

Envirobrick
Application Guide

2.

3.

Envirobrick can be used for both new build and
refurbishment projects and can be applied
to an insulated system or directly to the existing
substrate. In direct application the substrate
should be cleaned of any loose material and a
fungicidal wash should be applied. The substrate
should also be levelled before the application of
the first base coat. Once this is completed a
basecoat layer incorporating a reinforcing mesh
can be applied.
1.

Once the base coat layer has set and fully hardened
the mortar coat can be applied. Add approximately
4-5 litres of clean water to each 25kg sack of
material; mix thoroughly for a minimum of 5 minutes.
The mixed materials are then applied to the
prepared background, 6 – 8mm thick, using hawk
and trowel or projection render machine. Rule off to
a flat finish. Do not over-trowel, polish surface, or
apply water during set.

After the mortar layer has started to stiffen, the
face layer is applied. It must not be applied if the
mortar layer has been allowed to dry and/or set.
Add approximately 4-5 litres of clean water to
each 25kg sack of material. Mix thoroughly for a
minimum of 5 minutes. The mix is applied on to
the mortar layer following its initial stiffening, using
hawk and trowel, or projection render machine.
It is applied to an average thickness of 3-5mm.
Corners should be dressed using the appropriate
corner profile trowel. To achieve a textured surface
finish, use the appropriate tool – stiff brush, comb,
sponge, spatula or other implement as required,
but do not over-trowel, polish surface or apply
water during set

Once the top coat has slightly stiffened it can be
cut through using the EnviroBrick cutting tool to
expose the mortar layer thus creating the brick
mortar joints. Spirit levels and templates should be
used to ensure bricks are spaced evenly.
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SpeedySlip
SpeedySlip provides the traditional appearance
of a brick finished building but with technology of
a lightweight acrylic brick slip finish. Developed
over 25 years ago the system is an ideal finish
for external wall insulation systems. SpeedySlip
is ideally suited to high rise buildings where
traditional brick slips would not be recommended.
Each slip is handmade from only the highest
quality of raw materials, which ensures the
traditional and natural appearance of a brick
finish. It’s lightweight and flexible compositions
opens up the possibility of design and can be
easily accommodated as a finish to external wall
insulation. Each slip measures only 4-6mm thick
and can easily be fixed to basecoat renders with
adhesive.

The Benefits
•
•
•
•
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Lightweight system
Cost effective compared to traditional
brick slips
Ideally suited for high rise applications
Long life span and no maintenance costs

Colour Range
SpeedySlip comes in a standard range of ten
colours though a colour matching service is
available upon request, providing a limitless range
of finishes. Thanks to its high quality production,
should you choose a standard colour or a special
colour, SpeedySlip will guarantee to deliver a
natural appearance and an effective interplay
of colours every time. SpeedySlip also comes
in corner facing bricks which finish the corners
perfectly. Further strengthening the appearance of
a traditional solid brick facade.

Devon White

Taffs Well Rock

Cream Rush

Cloudy Red

Cheltenham

Thames Blue

Telford Rustic

Stoke Red

Weathered Red

Dusty White

Each individual pack of SpeedySlip contains
different natural shades and textures for each
design. To achieve the best results it is
recommended that the flat facing bricks are
selected at random from different packs.

SpeedySlip
Application Guide
1.

Mark out the area to be covered with
SpeedySlip evenly with chalk lines for the
required height. Use existing lines such
as windows and door lintels as starting
points when marking out the height and
bond.

2.

The SpeedySlip adhesive mortar should
be thoroughly stirred within its tub. A
small amount of water can be added
to adjust the consistency. SpeedySlip
should be applied from the top down
starting in the corner. The first task is to
apply the adhesive mortar to the surface
of the wall. The adhesive mortar should
be applied within the height markings
using a 5mm notched trowel and combed
vertically. No more adhesive than can be
immediately covered by slips should be
applied. The brick slip can then be floated
into position and pressed into the mortar.
Any air trapped behind the slip should
be removed. The slips can be cut easily
using a sharp Stanley knife, simply cut
along the back and the slip should snap
apart.

3.

The pointing process needs to begin
immediately after the slips have been
installed. Using a 15mm brush, the wet
mortar can be spread evenly along the
joints and up the sides of slip to seal
the joint. The mortar should then be left
to dry and the entire area should be
cleaned using a hand brush or similar to
remove any loose mortar. By finishing
the joints with a slight groove provides
the surface with a natural 3d effect.

4.

The SpeedySlip system can be finished
with full pointing using the SpeedySlip
Full jointing mortar. This product is
supplied as a paste with an earth moist
consistency. Again this product
should be stirred thoroughly within its
tub, a small amount of water can added
to adjust the consistency. The jointing
mortar should be put onto a plastering
trowel and worked into the joints with a
pointing trowel, then smoothed over by
applying gentle pressure
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BrickStick
The BrickStick system offers the flexibility of a brick
slip system with the traditional look, durability and
feel of real brick work. Developed to complement
the Envirowall Brick Finish package, BrickStick
provides a slip system with added durability of
real brick slips. The System can be designed to
incorporate any type of brick work so allowing
the new structure to be perfectly blended into
its surroundings.
The system works by adhesive fixing pre cut brick
slips or fired brick slips to a basecoat insulation
board that is prefixed to the substrate. There is no
need for complicated mesh systems or expensive
grooved insulation boards. Unlike many other Brick
slips systems on the market, BrickStick is supplied
with cut pistol brick slips thus allowing clean and
traditional corners to be formed. Fast and simple
to install, the system incorporates a unique method
of using a rope to ensure even placement of slips.
The roped system allows the installer to follow the
natural lines of each brick further emphasising the
look of a traditional brick facade.
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The Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•

Highly durable Finish
Quick and easy to apply
Can easily accommodate any unevenness
in the substrate
High impact resistance
Any brick type can be used

Brickstick
Application Guide
1.

The area that is to be covered with
BrickStick should be marked out evenly
with chalk lines. Door lintels and windows
should be used as starting points. A
starting track can be used to provide a
level line to work from. Installation should
start from a pistol slip corner.

2.

3.

4.

A small amount of adhesive should then
be trowelled applied to the wall. Only as
much adhesive as can be immediately
covered with slips should be applied, a
notched trowel should be combed
through the adhesive before the brick slip
is applied. Slips can be easily cut on site
using a diamond tipped angle grinder.

Starting above the first course of brick
work a 10mm 3 braid nylon rope is
inserted into the horizontal joints, this will
create a natural looking 10mm mortar
joint. The rope will accommodate
for any natural bend in the brick work
creating the look of a traditional brick built
wall. A small piece of rope can be cut to
provide a guide for the vertical joints.

After initial setting the rope can then be
gently removed. The joints can then be
filled with a sand/cement mortar and
smoothed using a pointing trowel. For
speed of application a mortar pointing gun
should be used. Any excess mortar can
be brushed off once it has dried.
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PanelBrick
Panelbrick is a preformed factory made insulated panel with a brick face
which is dry fixed on site and pointed to provide a finish indistinguishable form a traditionally built construction.

Benefits
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Traditional

With over 500 different clay brick finishes in a range of sizes complete with stretcher, stack bond or Flemish bond options,
PanelBrick provides an authentic brick finish.

Durable

Acting as a durable, waterproof overcladding, PanelBrick is a robust, watertight external cladding system that can be applied to new
and existing buildings.

Thermal

PanelBrick’s exceptional thermal performance delivers low U values with a minimal wall thickness (just 60mm thick
composite panels including insulation).

Predictable

PanelBrick offers greatly improved predictability and control during the build programme. Factory-produced panels and corners can be
installed in all weather conditions, provided it is safe to do so. It is possible to install the system from mechanical access equipment (for
example, scissor lifts), taking brickwork off the critical path.

Cost

The lightweight, non-loadbearing PanelBrick Cladding system may be fixed directly to the substrate of multi storey buildings.
Its simplicity and predictability of construction will reduce prelims, and its light weight eliminates the need for wind posts and
brick reinforcements – which can contribute to the reduction of foundation, piling and structural frame costs. Further cost benefits
accrue as a result of a reduction in scaffolding, waste disposal, vehicular access and storage requirements, with up to
700m² of PanelBrick components delivered on one vehicle.

Accreditation

PanelBrick has full third party accreditation for a minimum design life of 30 years (BBA certificate number 07/4403) and has been tested
to determine its weathertightness for building envelopes in accordance with CWCT Standard Test Methods, 2005.
The system has also been successfully fire tested in accordance with EN13501-1:2007+A1:2009, resulting in a classification of B-s1,d0.

Accreditations
BBA

Fire Performance

PanelBrick has been certified in accordance with
BBA certificate number 07/4403.

PanelBrick has been tested without fire barriers
in accordance with BS8414-1:2002 and when
classified in accordance with Annex A of
BRE Report (BR135:2003) Fire Performance
of External Insulation for Walls of Multi-Storey
Buildings has been shown to have met the
performance criteria. PanelBrick has also been
tested in accordance with EN13501-1:2007 +
A1:2009 and classified as follows:

The certificate confirms:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

application to concrete or clay masonry
substrates, lightweight steel frame structures*
and structurally insulated panels*
a minimum design life of 30 years
resistant to the passage of moisture
capable of withstanding minimum wind loads
of 2.4kNm-2
Class O fire spread
an additional layer of ≤120mm insulation can
be used
behind the system*

•
•
•

B – in relation to its reaction to fire behaviour
S1 – in relation to smoke production
d0 – in relation to flaming droplets/particles

Durability
A third party assessment has been made with regards long
term durability of PanelBrick and the conclusion is that with
good design practice with attention to the details, good
site workmanshipand reasonable levels the durability of 60
years should be achieved.

* Amendment to BBA certificate commenced in 2011

CWCT
PanelBrick has been successfully tested in
accordance with the CWCT Standard Test
Methods for building envelopes 2005 for
application to lightweight steel frame structures
and structurally insulated panels to prove:
•
•
•
•

air permeability
watertightness - static pressure, dynamic
pressure and hose
wind resistance - serviceability and safety
impact resistance to BS8200
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60 Year Extended Lifetime System
SPSenvirowall have a history of supplying systems that
meet the onerous requirements of the BBA and have
been awarded BBA Certificates for fixing to masonry,
timber frame and SFS structures with a tested life
expectancy of in excess of 30 years. In addition to this,
SPSenvirowall have taken into account the requirements
of the BBA under policy document 4 and 16 for extended
life and are pleased to confirm that we are able to
provide systems for applying to concrete, masonry and
No Fines with an extended life expectancy of 60 years.

The systems and options
Our core systems have all achieved the 60 year
extended life expectancy when fixed back to masonry,
concrete and No Fines. This system offering covers all
of our insulation range, EPS, enhanced EPS, MW and
Phenolic as well as our complete collection of render
finishes, Silicone, Acrylic, Dash and Brick Effect Render.
This complete range allows the building designer to have
complete flexibility on insulation choices and render
finishes allowing multiple options to be incorporated
allowing a seemingly endless of choices of design.

What has changed
The SPSenvirowall core systems have only had a few
changes to obtain the extended 60 year extended life
expectancy with the main change being the requirement
for fixing through the reinforcing mesh. Some of the core
components have received a change in manufacturing
material, but the method of application and interaction of
components has not changed making the system easy to
install for applicators who already know our system. The
cost impact for changing between the 30 year and 60
year system is typically less than 10% installed and with
the changes required being simple, then a project can
switch between the two options with ease.
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As part of the review for extended life, SPSenvirowall’s
internal documents have been audited and scrutinised
including our training procedures, site inspections and
maintenance manuals. By excelling on these items we
have successfully achieved the highly acclaimed 60 year
extended life expectancy.

Inspection programme
As with all ETICS systems, including the standard
SPSenvirowall systems, the client has a level of
responsibility to inspect and maintain the façade paying
particular attention to areas of water ingress. This may
involve the replacement of mastic seals in line with their
working life or ensuring that any items that are fixed are
done in accordance with the original design drawings.
A condition based assessment by inspection is a useful
method of reducing life cycle costs and allows budgets
to be managed more efficiently.
By using the SPSenvirowall 60 year extended life
expectancy systems, there is very little change in the
level of responsibility. An outline of what is required for
inspection and the best way in which to do this along
with frequencies can be found in our maintenance and
repair manual.
As well as following the normal annual inspection, in
order to maintain the 60 extended life the building owner
will be required to obtain a Condition Assessment and
Survey Report every 10 years.
By working closely with the client during the initial onset
of a project and with the contractor during works on site,
SPSenvirowall feel they offer the best all round
solution for ETICS throughout the UK with
support from our regional depots to service
every day needs.
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Accessories
Fixings - SPSenvirowall provide a huge range of
accessories that form part of and compliment their
insulation and render systems.
From the standard insulation anchors to more
technical applications we are confident that we can
offer a cost effective and technically sound solution
to your requirements.
All of our fixings are quality controlled throughout
the design, material selection and production
process to ensure compliance with the safety
requirements of the individual applications.
On site pull out tests may be provided so the
correct fixing, and fixing pattern are always
specified for each project. As with all our
products, SPSenvirowall make a commitment
not to overspecify our fixings to ensure our
systems offer
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Fixings
IDK-T 8/60*75>175mm

KI10 Type Fixing

For fixing insulation up to 140mm thick into
concrete and brickwork. Polypropylene expansion
anchors supplied with plastic pins. Different lengths
are colour coded for easy on site identification,
supplied pre assembled for ease of use and
rapid installation.This product should be specified
where the compressive strength of the substrate is
low.

for insulation boards up to 190mm thick. A
Polypropylene sleeve with a nylon hammer in
pin, they are typically specified when fixing into
masonry substrates, such as solid wall properties.

ETID –MR 80mm – 250mm Fire Break Fixing

TFIX 8S Type Fixing

Stainless Steel “one piece” tubular bodied hammer
in anchor. Typically used in applications where
horizontal or vertical fire barriers are required. This
fixing type offers a higher fire protection than other
fixing types when applying a mineral wool Lamella
fire break within an external wall insulation system.
Typically specified when fixing into substrates like
concrete, concrete blocks and brickwork.

for insulation boards up to 310mm thick. A
Polypropylene sleeve with a zinc electroplated
carbon steel screw incorporating a nylon head
piece with a TORX 40 drive. They are typically
specified when installing into Wimpey No Fines
concrete, as they provide improved pull out test
results into this type of substrate.

TKR-4.8*35-300mm
TFIX 8M Type Fixing
TKE-4.8*50-100mm Stainless Steel option
For fixing insulation into 0.7-1.2mm steel or timber
and cladding boards. The TKR is a drill tipped
carbon steel screw with an organic corrosion
resistant finish. The TKE is an identical fixing but
made from A4 grade austenitic stainless steel with
a carbon steel drill point. Both are used
with a variety of washers to fix insulation, or
without when fixing various cement particle boards,
such as superflex and cemboard or to timber and
steel frames.

for insulation boards up to 270mm thick. A
Polypropylene sleeve with a zinc electroplated
carbon steel hammer in pin incorporating a nylon
head piece. They are typically specified when
installing into concrete panel house such as
Reema properties as they provide an improved pull
out test result whilst still using a hammer in pin.
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Profiles

Reinforcement Mesh

Beads|Trims|Flashing

Stainless Steel

SPSenvirowall source a comprehensive range of
beads, profiles, trims and flashings from a variety
of suppliers and all are available in a variety of
materials to suit all the requirements of our
insulation and render only systems.

Stainless steel alternatives are available for all
galvanised products depending on the specifier
needs and the local environment of the site.
All stainless steel products are manufactured to BS
1449/2:1983 and EN 10088/2:1995 (Stainless Steel
304 Grade).

Materials used in Manufacturing
PVC
Primarily used in the manufacture of surface
mounted beads PVC is durable and weather
resistant. Available in a variety of colours PVC
beads are light weight and cost effective as well
as being easy to install. Both rigid PVC (DIN
7748/1) and non-rigid PVC (to an appropriate
shore-hardiness) are used according to the
requirements of the specific application.
Galvanised Steel
Galvanised steel is used throughout the range of
surface and full system beads on the traditional
thick coat systems. Beads and trims are generally
supplied powder coated white, although coloured
powder coating can be arranged, and with the
choices of having a PVC nose, again in a range of
colours, to protect the visible element of the bead.
All Galvanised products are manufactured to
BS EN10143:1993 and BS 5262:199 1(code of
practice for External Renderings).
A Full range of fabricated flashings and
window sills are also available measured
and manufactured to site specifications.
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Aluminium
Full system stop beads and base beads for
insulation systems using thin coat renders are
generally manufactured from aluminium. The light
weight nature of thin coat render systems, in
comparison to traditional thick coat systems, means
the trims have different requirements in strength,
weight and the level of detail required in
manufacturing. All aluminium products are
manufactured to EN 485/4:1994.

Supplied in 50m2 rolls (50m long by 1m wide)
SPSenvirowall plastic coated glass fibre reinforcement
mesh is used to add extra strength and impact
resistance to basecoats, both in a render only context
and when applied as part of an external wall insulation
system. The reinforcement mesh should be applied as
near to the outer surface of the basecoat as possible to
provide the most effective protection. It is not always
necessary to use a reinforcement mesh in render only
applications, depending on different specifications.
Please consult the technical department with any
queries.
Technical Data
Width
Length
Weight Per Unit Area
Mesh Size
Tensile Force

1 Metre
50 Metres
165g/m2
4x4 mm
Original Condition
(no alkali or chemical treatment)

L (MD)
Q (MD)

2,140 N/50mm
2,300 N/50mm
After Alkali Treatment (28 days)

High Impact mesh is a heavy duty version of
reinforcement mesh which provides a more
robust reinforcement to render only and EWI
applications. Hign Impact mesh should be specified in
areas where a high impact resistance is required generally at ground floor level.
Technical Data
Width
Length
Weight per Unit Area

1 Meter
25 Meters
370/m2

Angle Beads: Surface mounted angle beads provide
a clean straight edge and additional strength at external
angles. Available in a range of sizes and colours, used
mainly with traditional thick coat applications on both
insulated render and render only systems.
Mesh Winged Angle Beads: PVC angle beads
incorporating wings made from reinforcement mesh. Buried
within the render system within the basecoat this bead is
used to provide additional strength and a straight edge at
external angles on thin coat applications.
Stop Beads: Surface mounted stop beads provide a
clean edge of render when butting up to window or door
frames, or any other point of termination in the render.
Available in a range of sizes and colours to suit all render
finishes.
Mesh Winged Stop Beads: Termination bead
incorporating a reinforcement mesh wing, generally used in
thin coat applications. Apu beads available with removable
window protection and sealing strip providing a watertight
shadow gap.

Full System Base Beads: Full system base
beads are used at or above the DPC level to form
a horizontal starting point for the insulated render
systems. Slightly different in design for thin coat
and thick coat systems both types incorporate
a drip to shed surface rain water away from the
substrate. Available in a wide range of sizes to
accommodate varying thicknesses of insulation,
the thick coat base bead is available with a
coloured PVC nose while the thin coat base beads
incorporates a locking plate along the front edge
for additional strength.

Verge Trims, Fabricated Flashings
and Sills: A standard range of verge trims and
window sills are available from stock to suit most
insulated render systems. Custom fabrications
including oversills, copings, feature channels and
louvred access panels are also available made
to site requirements. A full range of accessories
also complement these products including welded
corners and jointing pieces.

Full System Stop Beads: Full system stop
Expansion Beads: Mainly required with traditional thick
coat render systems surface mounted expansion beads are
used to protect the render from cracking due to thermal or
structural movement in the substrate. Expansion beads
must be specified where there is a structural movement
joint under the render and also where there is a change to
the background substrate.

beads are used as a vertical square edge where
ever the insulated render system terminates.
For thick coat render applications a PVC nose is
available and the thin coat alternative has a return
which locks into the render providing additional
strength and a water tight seal. Available in a
wide range of sizes to suit different thicknesses of
insulation.

Overhead Drip Bead: Used at window heads or
similar overhangs to prevent surface rain water travelling
under the return.
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Housing Refurbishment
With the cost of energy ever rising it is important
to recognise the thermal improvements that can
easily be made to these types of properties. Solid
wall and system built housing played their part
in the regeneration of the UKs property market
and now it is time to improve them both thermally
and in some cases aesthetically using our energy
saving systems.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Solid Wall properties
Wimpey No Fines
BISF
Reemas
Wates
Cornish
Unity

And all other hard to insulate property types.
The SPSenvirowall product range enables us to
provide tailor made solutions within affordable
budgets, extending the life of these houses way
beyond their original design expectations without
the need for unjustifiably expensive re-builds.
A hands on practical approach, generally
involving carefully monitored pilot schemes, has
shown that the problems involved can frequently
be overcome without resorting to costly frame
and panel replacement.
We work with independent structural engineers,
our clients and our contractors, pooling
knowledge, ideas and experience to produce
practical and totally viable solutions which work.
We have come to understand the needs of the
tenants of these houses, and our solutions always
include elements of design which reduce disruption
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to their daily lives during the progress of the work.
The examples which follow represent our
achievements on some of the most challenging
forms of system built houses. Highly innovative
structures when they were built, they have
managed to resist the elements and provide
shelter for more than five generations to the
thousands of families who live in them. Now they
have been extensively renovated to become warm
and attractive homes, ready to serve at least a
further five generations at a fraction of the cost of
demolition and rebuilding.
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Wimpey No Fines
Constructed from cast in-situ concrete, No-Fines
was one of the most successful system built
houses. More than 300,000 were built by George
Wimpey & Co Ltd in the 1940’s right through to
the 1960’s, with varying styles including houses,
bungalows, maisonettes and low-rise blocks of
flats.
The wall construction contains no sand fraction
using ½” to ¾” stone aggregate mixed with
cement. This creates a honeycomb type structure
within the concrete giving a lower U value than
dense concrete. The construction of the system is
similar to that of traditional solid walled masonry
properties and offers a high level of robustness.
The external walls range from 8 to 12 inches in
thickness, with reinforcement bands at first floor
level.
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Potential Problems

Specification

The overall condition of these structures is
considered to be good, requiring minimal
attention in the way of concrete repairs.
However the pebble dash render finishes can
vary in condition. The quality and cracking of
the façade can be from foundation movement
to spalling of the render finish.

Improved High thermal targets can be achieved
from 0.30 U value onwards using the different
insulation types and thicknesses as be determined
by the specification requirements.

Common positions these occur are party wall
movement joints being rendered over, vertical
cracking above communal passageways and
horizontal cracking above render drip details
above windows.The installation of external wall
insulation can easily bring the house within the
latest building regulations for thermal
performance.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

System Components Options to suit specification requirements
Lambdatherm Grey EPS Insulation boards
White EPS Insulation Boards
Phenolic Insulation boards
Rockwool Insulation boards
Insulation Adhesive
Insulation fixings
Basecoat
Reinforcing Mesh

Topcoat Finishes to select from
Dash aggregate
• Silicone/Acrylic Topcoat
• Envirobrick “brick effect”render
• Granomin + Nanosil finish Topcoat
• Brick Slip systems
• Colour samples are available on request for
the different finishes.
For a full technical consultation, survey and project
specific report and specification please contact
SPSenvirowall’s technical department.
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Unity
As with any refurbishment of a system built
property the correct structural checks and
examinations should be undertaken prior to the
application of the External wall insulation system.
Once established as a suitable property for
and EWI application then the over cladding can
proceed. On the main areas where the concrete
panels occur a fixing pull out test should be
undertaken to establish the correct fixing type and
length for the system being applied.
Using adhesive and mechanical fixing application
apply the insulation boards to the walls ready to
be beaded and base coated. Once applied the
insulation boards are ready to receive the basecoat
and depending on the system the correct profiles
and beads to suit the finish to be applied.
The area at the gable apex is vertical clay hanging
tiles onto a timber frame background.
Remove the tiles and battens back to the timber
frame which should then be inspected and any
failing timbers replaced. To meet the requirements
of the u value the timber frame will need to be
infilled with a mineral wool type insulation as a
contribution to the overall calculation.
Once completed an external grade sheathing
board is applied past the front face of the concrete
façade where there will be a surface expansion
joint situated to allow for differential movement.
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The structure comprises of precast reinforced
concrete columns at 915mm centres. The frame
is lined to both sides with precast concrete slabs.
Internally plaster finished but external faces are
generally untreated. This type of construction
utilizing a pressed metal ring beam at floor level
and eaves meant that design was extremely
flexible and could be used to provide small
blocks of apartments over three storey.
This method of construction proved to be very
popular and over 19000 Unity Houses were
constructed.
Problems were encountered at the floor slab,
which was found to be delaminating at the
edges and presenting a very uneven surface.
In order to seal this detail, and further reduce
cold bridging, a 30mm thick layer of insulating
render was laid between the back of the base
bead and the blockwork. The installed system
achieved a new “U” value of 0.33 W/m2K.

Potential Problems
In general Unity Houses tend to stand up very well
to the rigours of the British Climate and as such
it is generally the case that they are structurally
sound.
However, there are cases where the copper ties
that bond the facing precast panels to the
framework have corroded. Therefore, it is essential
that investigative testing is carried out to ensure
that any problems are exposed and necessary
remedial action taken prior to the undertaking of
any external cladding works.

Specification
Improved High thermal targets can be achieved
from 0.30 U value onwards using the different
insulation types and thicknesses as be determined
by the specification requirements.
System Components Options to suit specification requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lambdatherm Grey EPS Insulation boards
White EPS Insulation Boards
Phenolic Insulation boards
Rockwool Insulation boards
Insulation Adhesive
Insulation fixings
Basecoat
Reinforcing Mesh

Topcoat Finishes to select from
Dash aggregate
• Silicone/Acrylic Topcoat
• Envirobrick “brick effect”render
• Granomin + Nanosil finish Topcoat
• Brick Slip systems
• Colour samples are available on request for
the different finishes.
For a full technical consultation, survey and project
specific report and specification please contact
SPSenvirowall’s technical department.
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Reema Houses
There were 16,000 Reema type properties built in
the 1960’s, with varying styles including two storey
houses, bungalows and three storey flats.
The Reema system utilises factory produced
storey height concrete panels, with triangle panels
on the gables, all having pointing at the joints.
The outer leaf of the panel is unreinforced
concrete 11/2” thick with a 61/2”cavity and an
inner leaf panel of unreinforced concrete 1”
thick. The outer leaf being finished with washed
aggregate or a textured concrete face with a
cement paint.
The Reema system utilises a storey-height
concrete panel with an aggregate face,
supported on a reinforced concrete frame.
The general condition of these structures has
been found to be good, requiring little in the way
of concrete repairs. The SPSenvirowall system
has been installed on several hundred Reema
houses in locations throughout the UK. Finishes
have included traditional pebble dash, and brick
render. The construction has a number of
variations, with differing levels of in-situ insulation,
and can easily be made to conform with the
Building Regulation for thermal performance.
The external panels are double skinned, utilising
channel rebates on their upper and vertical
edges for the installation of columns and ring
beams for the structural reinforced concrete
frame. The structure of the system relies on all the
wall units acting together monolithically thus
creating stability for the structure.
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Potential Problems

Specification

The general structural condition of these
structures is considered to be good, requiring
minimal attention in the way of concrete repairs.
Handling, shrinkage and low concrete cover of
the light reinforcement may lead to cracking or
spalling but these issues are not considered
to put the structure at risk. The external panels
were designed to perform unreinforced. It is
extremely unlikely that an overall unsafe
condition would arise without considerable visual
signs of deterioration.

Improved High thermal targets can be achieved
from 0.30 U value onwards using the different
insulation types and thicknesses as be determined
by the specification requirements.

The construction has a number of variations,
with differing levels of in-situ insulation and can
easily be made to achieve the latest building
regulations for thermal performance.

System Components Options to suit specification requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lambdatherm Grey EPS Insulation boards
White EPS Insulation Boards
Phenolic Insulation boards
Rockwool Insulation boards
Insulation Adhesive
Insulation fixings
Basecoat
Reinforcing Mesh

Topcoat Finishes to select from
Dash aggregate
• Silicone/Acrylic Topcoat
• Envirobrick “brick effect”render
• Granomin + Nanosil finish Topcoat
• Brick Slip systems
• Colour samples are available on request for
the different finishes.
For a full technical consultation, survey and project
specific report and specification please contact
SPSenvirowall’s technical department.
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Clasp 5M
The CLASP 5M house was developed as a cost
effective and quick build solution to increasing
housing requirements. The factory supplied
components were designed to be supplied as a
‘flat pack’ system for swift on site construction by
low skilled labour. Originally flat roofed these
properties are usually found in terraces of four to
six properties, with both two storey and bungalow
variations, often with outhouse/porches.
The structure of the CLASP 5M is a composite
timber and steel frame, consisting of four vertical
80mm steel stanchions fixed into a 100mm concrete slab sub structure. The steel stanchions are
supported by diagonal braces and a heavy perimeter beam at soffit and mid levels (on two storey).
Within this basic frame a timber frame was built in
the same plane to support windows and external
claddings.
Originally the external cladding of the properties
consisted of tile hanging on the first floor with a
combination of prefabricated light weight
concrete panels and boarding on the ground
floor. Refurbishment of the properties over the
years has seen the concrete panels and
boarding replaced on most properties.
The concrete panels are usually replaced by
single skin brick work, whilst the boarding has
been replaced by a variety of materials, including
resin panels and painted cladding board. In most
cases the tiling has remained in place, maintained
and repaired like for like.
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To receive an EWI system the existing external
claddings need to be stripped, and any necessary
repairs to the internal timber made good.
Mineral wool insulation can be friction fitted within
the timber frame then a suitable sheathing board
should be fixed securely to the outside of the
timber frame. Insulation can then be adhesively
and mechanically fixed to the sheathing board
followed by the application of a reinforced
basecoat (Envirorend) and a topcoat as required
by the client.

Potential Problems

Specification

Once the existing cladding is stripped attention
should be paid to the condition of the existing
timber frame, as in some properties it has been
found to have deteriorated, usually due to water
penetration. Repairs and extra timber stud work
may be required to receive the sheathing board.
The frame of the CLASP’s sits on a 6 inch concrete
plinth which is integral to the concrete floor slab.

Improved High thermal targets can be achieved
from 0.30 U value onwards using the different
insulation types and thicknesses as be determined
by the specification requirements.

This was originally designed to stop any water
ingress at the base of the properties. Cold bridging
is a problem at this point, which is below the DPC,
please contact SPSenvirowall for specification for
insulating below DPC. The nature of the
construction type used in these properties means
that establishing a true line and level can be
complicated. Whilst stable the frame construction
and floated floor slab mean the construction is not
always square. Not noticeable to the naked eye,
the application of brick render finishes, or
horizontal banding can highlight the discrepancies
in the frame over the length of a full terrace.
CLASP houses were originally designed with flat
roofs, whilst not integral to the EWI system, many
clients have fitted pitched roofs as part of their
refurbishment program. The terraced nature of
these properties means it is preferable to do
whole blocks which can be a problem where there
are private owners in residence. Whilst the EWI
system can be detailed to stop at privately owned
properties this is no more complicated to do with a
pitched roof system.

System Components Options to suit specification requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lambdatherm Grey EPS Insulation boards
White EPS Insulation Boards
Phenolic Insulation boards
Rockwool Insulation boards
Insulation Adhesive
Insulation fixings
Basecoat
Reinforcing Mesh

Topcoat Finishes to select from
Dash aggregate
• Silicone/Acrylic Topcoat
• Envirobrick “brick effect”render
• Granomin + Nanosil finish Topcoat
• Brick Slip systems
• Colour samples are available on request for
the different finishes.
For a full technical consultation, survey and project
specific report and specification please contact
sps|envirowall’s technical department.
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Airey Units
Airey houses such as those pictured were built
shortly after the Second World War under the
Temporary Housing Program 1944 - 49.
The houses, which were constructed from
pre-cast concrete panels, were meant to
provide temporary accommodation but
were often built to such a high standard that
many of them survive to this day.
The Airey houses are basically prefabricated
concrete boxes made from concrete columns
104mm x 57mm reinforced with a small steel tube.
They are clad with thin concrete cladding panels
fastened to the columns with copper wire.
A large proportion suffers from cracked columns.
Cracking is worse in areas of high exposure.
Corrosion of steel tube arises from contact with
water and loss of alkalinity. (Carbonation.)
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Recommendations

Specification

Visual inspections should be carried out removing
panels at the base and identifying the level of
corrosion. Sampling and chemical analysis of the
concrete should be carried out to identify the
depth of carbonation and the chloride content
of the concrete.

Improved High thermal targets can be achieved
from 0.30 U value onwards using the different
insulation types and thicknesses as be determined
by the specification requirements.

Repair- cracked bases should be cut off and
removed the tubes pressure grouted and new
column bases cast. In some extreme cases ring
beams have been cast which incorporate the
new bases. If the columns are cracked along
their length they should be replaced by timber
steel or concrete. External insulate and render to
protect the frame from further water ingress and
eliminate the risk of interstitial condensation

System Components Options to suit specification requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lambdatherm Grey EPS Insulation boards
White EPS Insulation Boards
Phenolic Insulation boards
Rockwool Insulation boards
Insulation Adhesive
Insulation fixings
Basecoat
Reinforcing Mesh

Topcoat Finishes to select from
Dash aggregate
• Silicone/Acrylic Topcoat
• Envirobrick “brick effect”render
• Granomin + Nanosil finish Topcoat
• Brick Slip systems
• Colour samples are available on request for
the different finishes.
For a full technical consultation, survey and project
specific report and specification please contact
SPSenvirowall’s technical department.
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Cornish Units
There were 30,000 built in the 40’s and 50’s.
Two types, type 1. Reinforced concrete columns
with un-reinforced concrete panels slotted
between them in pre-formed grooves. First floor
and roof a tile hung timber structure. Type 2.
Introduced in 1953 quicker and cheaper to
build concrete linings replaced by dry lining.
It is extremely unlikely that an overall unsafe
condition would arise without considerable visual
signs of deterioration. The condition of most
Cornish dwellings is good. Deterioration appears
to be limited to discrete groups on occasional
estates. Minority of columns and other reinforced
concrete components are cracked due to
corrosion of reinforcement. Cracking caused
by carbonation cracked concrete.
Remove concrete in affected area, clean steel
and patch repair. If carbonation exists but does
not display cracking additional protection may
be provided by surface coating formulated to
restrict the transmission of carbon dioxide.
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Specification
Improved High thermal targets can be
achieved from 0.30 U value onwards using
the different insulation types and thicknesses
as be determined by the specification
requirements.
System Components Options to suit specification requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lambdatherm Grey EPS Insulation
boards
White EPS Insulation Boards
Phenolic Insulation boards
Rockwool Insulation boards
Insulation Adhesive
Insulation fixings
Basecoat
Reinforcing Mesh

Topcoat Finishes to select from
Dash aggregate
• Silicone/Acrylic Topcoat
• Envirobrick “brick effect”render
• Granomin + Nanosil finish Topcoat
• Brick Slip systems
• Colour samples are available on request
for the different finishes.
For a full technical consultation, survey and
project specific report and specification
please contact SPSenvirowall’s technical
department.
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BISF Houses
This popular system built house consists of a metal
frame clad with a profiled steel sheet on the first
floor, with render supported on expanded metal
mesh on the ground floor. Corrosion can be a
problem with the metal cladding on the first floor,
particularly at eaves level at the bottom of the
profiled cladding.
Due to this corrosion some properties have been
re-clad in various types of metal cladding since
their original construction. Because of this it is
important to pay particular attention to the
fastener type used to secure the insulation on the
first floor. Once any corrosion has been dealt with
the BISF house is simple to over clad with external
wall insulation without the need to remove the
metal cladding.
Fillets of insulation are used within the profiled
metal and then further insulation laid over the top
and rendered. The insulation on the ground floor
can be fixed directly to the existing structure at a
thickness that brings into the same plane as the
insulation on the first floor. The junction between
floors forms a natural break between finishes
which lends itself to contrasting finishes, with a
brick render finish on the ground floor and dash
on the first floor proving to be an aesthetic choice.
Variations of the BISF exist with an extended
ground floor at the gable, depending on the use
of this part of the building render only finishes can
be applied where the extension is used for
outbuilding purposes or the EWI envelope
extended to include the extension where the
extension use is internal.
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There are also a variety of window types found
on BISF houses, with metal pods encasing the
first floor windows and a large window often over
looking the back garden. Care must be taken to
detail around the windows correctly to ensure
no cold bridging occurs at the window pods. The
SPSenvirowall system has been successfully
installed on many hundreds of BISF type houses
throughout the UK.

Potential Problems
As mentioned above the recladding of the first
floor has been done in a variety of materials over
the years, and some material have been found
to be very thin. Because of this on-site pull out
tests are required for all projects to ensure the
necessary loadings are met. Due to the
difference in construction materials between
the first and ground floor it is important to allow
for any variation in movement between the steel
and concrete substrates. This potential problem
can be further exaggerated when using different
types of insulation to eliminate a step at the mid
level. In all cases, even when the same
finish is being applied to the both floors we
recommend the render system be broken at this
point using a surface bell cast bead. The BISF
also has a large metal window pod on the ground
floor, even when insulating the reveal expansion
beads need to be fitted from the bottom corners
of the window pod down to the base bead to
allow for movement caused by the metal pod.

Specification
Improved High thermal targets can be achieved
from 0.30 U value onwards using the different
insulation types and thicknesses as be determined
by the specification requirements.
System Components Options to suit specification requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lambdatherm Grey EPS Insulation boards
White EPS Insulation Boards
Phenolic Insulation boards
Rockwool Insulation boards
Insulation Adhesive
Insulation fixings
Basecoat
Reinforcing Mesh

Topcoat Finishes to select from
Dash aggregate
• Silicone/Acrylic Topcoat
• Envirobrick “brick effect”render
• Granomin + Nanosil finish Topcoat
• Brick Slip systems
• Colour samples are available on request for
the different finishes.
For a full technical consultation, survey and project
specific report and specification please contact
SPSenvirowall’s technical department.
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Solid Wall Properties
Millions of properties built prior to 1920 were
constructed with solid brick walls allowing twice
as much heat to escape compared to cavity wall
properties.
Solid wall properties were constructed when the
cost of fuel was relatively cheap, allowing burning
fires to warm the house throughout the day. As the
cost of fuel has increased this is no longer a sustainable option. External Wall Insulation (EWI) is an
ideal solution to thermally improve the performance
of these properties, with estimated savings of £490
p/a on heating costs and 1.9 tonnes of carbon
dioxide p/a .
Externally insulating these properties dries out and
heats up the solid wall, and acts in the same way
as a tea cosy would creating a warm dry insulated
coating to the property. EWI not only improves the
thermal performance but the new insulated façade
improves the weatherproofing and appearance of
the property.
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High Rise Refurbishment
SPSenvirowall have years of experience in providing
external wall insulation for high rise buildings. The
external maintenance of high rise properties has often
been a burden because of the time, cost and difficulty
associated with working on these buildings, leaving
many in desperate need of attention.
There are many factors which need to be taken into
consideration when insulating these properties such
as type of insulation and the pressure of wind loads.
Wind load calculations can be provided on high rise
buildings to ensure that the External Wall Insulated
system can withstand these pressures.
SPSenvirowall have experience in providing solutions
to these technical requirements and will provide a
tailored fixing pattern after the results of pull out tests
and wind load calculations.
Insulation board adhesives are also recommended
to provide further defence to combat wind loads.
Our technical staff will provide a bespoke project
specific specification, full detail drawings and U-value
calculations. In support of the project regular technical
site visits will be conducted throughout the installation
programme, thus ensuring a high level of technical
support is provided.
All types of insulation can be used on high rise
buildings; however mineral wool is often recommended
because of its fire resistance properties.
The full range of SPSenvirowall finishes are available
once the type of insulation has been selected,
providing not only improved thermal performance
but also the appearance of the building. Once the
installation has been completed the client is left with
an energy efficient and low maintenance building for
the future, resulting in a social uplift of the surrounding
area.
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Testing and Certification
The SPSenvirowall range of systems has had a
successful track record in the UK and continental
Europe for over 40 years. They have been used in
some of the most exposed sites in Europe without
any recorded failures. The systems have
undergone a rigorous testing regime in both the
UK and Germany with an expected life in excess
of 50 years if properly maintained.
The SPSenvirowal range of systems have been
- rigorously tested to German standards.
Germany is the largest market for external
wall insulation with approximately 30 million square
metres being installed annually. Therefore the
range of testing facilities in Germany are far
greater than that found in the UK.

BS8414 Fire Test
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The sps|envirowal range of systems has been
assessed by the German Institute of Construction
Engineering and has been approved as meeting
all the requirements of the German Regional
Building Regulations. The individual component
parts to the systems have also been independently
tested to the Relevant DIN Standard.

Insulation
Mineral Wool insulation have been manufactured
in accordance with DIN 18 165-1
Polystyrene insulation have been manufactured in
accordance with DIN 18 164-1
Fire
Full scale fire test external cladding BS8414
Part 2 Compliant. Surface Spread of flame Test
BS476 Part 7.
Fire Propogation Test BS 476 Part 6 Buliding
Regulations Requirement Document B(4)
External spread of fire the systems are classified
class O. Wind loading has been approved to withstand wind loading in accordance with DIN 1055-4
Thermal Performance
The thermal performance of the insulation has
been assessed in accordance with DIN 4108-4
Moisture Penetration
The system meets all the requirements of the
German building inspectorate in accordance with
DIN 4108-3. The use of external wall insulations is
much more widely used in continental Europe than
it is in the UK and therefore the German testing
regime and the requirements of the German
building regulations are much more stringent than
in the UK. Despite this some quarters of the UK
construction industry request British Board of
Agrement Approval. Therefore the SPSenvirowall
systems have undergone a complete and
successful assessment by the BBA (No 05/4206).
Copies of the agrement certificate can be
obtained by contacting our offices.

The SPSenvirowall’s render protected insulation
systems applied to both masonary and light weight
steel frame are covered by the British Board of
Agrement Certificate No 05/4206.
The SPSenvirowall Renders
The range of the SPSenvirowall renders are
approved by the BBA and are covered by
certificate number 05/4206.
Insulation
Mineral wool is manufactured in accordance
with BS EN 13162 Polystyrene manufactured from
EPS 70 as defined in BS EN 13163
Profiles
Galvanised – BS EN 10143
Stainless steel – BS 1449/2 & EN 10088/2
Aluminium EN 485/4
Copies of all approvals and relevent test data are
available on request.
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Training
SPSenvirowall has training facilities at all of their
regional depots where one day training courses
can be booked in advance. These courses consist
of both a theory and practical elements. On
completion of the course attendants are provided
with identification card indicating they have
successfully completed the course. This is then
followed up on site where inspections are made
whilst carrying out works. Once the inspector is
confident of the installer’s ability he will issue him
with a competent person’s card.
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Service
SPSenvirowall had depots distributed across the
country. Here we are able to react to the local
needs of our customers. You can collect materials
or we can provide next day delivery utilising our
own transport, giving a responsive service that is
unmatched in the industry.
The depots are staffed by experienced personnel
who can provide you advice on the products that
they stock.
If more in-depth technical advice is needed we
have an internal technical department that can help
by providing project specific specifications, details,
U-value and condensation calculations.
If it is on site assistance that you require we have a
team of site support technicians that will help with
application and detailing issues on site.
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Guarantees
Materials Guarantee

Latent Defects Guarantee

The SPSenvirowall range of systems have had a
successful track record in the UK and continental
Europe for over 30 years. They have been used
in some of the most exposed sites in Europe
without any recorded failures. The systems have
undergone a rigorous testing regime in both the
UK and Germany with an expected life in excess
of 50 years if properly maintained. Despite this
impressive track record our clients are often
looking for additional peace of mind. For this
reason we are willing to offer additional security
with a range of warranty schemes.

•
•

Material Defects Guarantee

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

12 year cover
Protects against any failure in the system
that has been caused by a defective material
component.
No cost.
Provided on all sps|envirowall standard
systems.
System must be applied by an sps|envirowall
approved installer and in accordance with our
specifications
sps|envirowall must approve any non standard
detailing.
sps|envirowall staff must be given access to
site to enable inspection of the work as it is
being completed.

SPSenvirowall must be given opportunity to
undertake a full survey of the completed works.
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•
•
•
•
•

25 Year Cover
Protects against any failure of the system
caused by materials, workmanship or design
Independent survey of works on the system
where the value of the installed system
exceeds £100,000.
Claim not dependent on proving fault
Cover given by third party insurer.
Single premium payment
Rates approx £20-£80

Professional Indemnity Insurance
5 Million Pound Cover

Funding

Enviromental Policy

SPSenvirowall is pleased to offer as part of its
energy efficiency package, support in obtaining
funding for external wall insulation.
Complementing its service SPSenvirowall’s range
of systems are eligible for funding under the
current ECO and Green Deal funding programs.
By combining these two schemes Local
Authorities, Housing Associations as well as
Private Owners could be eligible for up to 100%
funding for external wall insulation.
SPSenvirowall’ s range of systems have
undergone a process that verifies that they
do generate energy savings and that they are
acceptable to the Energy Saving Trust and Ofgem
and are eligible for funding under the ECO and
Green Deal programs.
SPSenvirowall will work closely with you through
every aspect of the funding application and will
assist in site inspections and in completing the
necessary paper work. The entire funding package
will be offered free of charge and will be totally
transparent. SPSenvirowall will ensure that its
funding providers offer the most competitive
funding rates available.
Please contact us for more details on how we can
help you claim this funding.
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Environment
We promote the recycling of plastic, metal and
packaging within our technical specification documents,
all to encourage responsible behaviour regarding waste
on site.

As members of INCA and the NIA Associations we
actively contribute to regular meetings and technical
groups to encourage an Environmental focus within our
market place.

Regular discussions take place with our suppliers to
reduce packaging and to implement new designs and
features to create better efficiencies within the product
range used on site.

All of our UK branch depots operate our Environmental
policies regarding recycling waste and logistic
efficiencies. We look at the efficiency of deliveries,
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either direct full load from suppliers or encouraging
grouped deliveries.
We have an environmental policy and many other
environmental documents ready for issuing to our
clients and approved contractor base.
SPSEnvirowall is committed to the important and
worthwhile task of looking after our environment.

Social Inclusion
Social Inclusion can be effective, fulfilling and
challenging, as well as drawing on a range of skill
sets to encourage local people.
At SPSenvirowall we strive to obtain great
relationships with our customers/clients, and
believe in providing a service in which we
encourage our employees to support and
participate in community activities.
Over the years, we have also supported local
housing associations and community engagment
organisations with programmes/schemes that they
have run to encourage young people in building
their confidence, core skills and qualifications,
improve health or reconnecting them with their
communities.
We are also leading the way towards creating the
UK’s next generation of employees, by committing
to our apprenticeship programme, we continually
provide trainees with experience in all aspects
of the business to identify and develop untapped
talents, along with any training courses they
require to fulfil their role.
At SPSenvirowall we continue to invest not
only in the future of its products but also in its
workforce, to ensure that they are able to offer the
best technical support and advice for customers,
whether that be contractor, utilities provider or the
end user.
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North Branch
Orchard House,
Aire Valley Business Centre,
Keighley,
West Yorkshire. BD21 3DU
T.
F.
E.

01535 661 633
01535 661 933
info@spsenvirowall.co.uk

Midlands Branch
25/26 Rosevale Road,
Parkhouse Industrial Estate West,
Newcastle Under Lyme,
Staffordshire. ST5 7EF
T.
F.
E.

0845 1300 983
0845 1300 984
newcastle@spsenvirowall.co.uk

Wales Branch
Unit 6,
Fairfield Industrial Estate,
Gwaelod Y Garth,
Cardiff. CF15 8LA
T.
F.
E.

0845 644 7081
0845 644 7082
wales@spsenvirowall.co.uk

South East Branch
Unit 9
Repton Close,
Burnt Mills Industrial Estate,
Basildon, Essex. SS13 1LU
T.
F.
E.

01268 293 532
01268 281 823
basildon@spsenvirowall.co.uk
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